
WHY YOUR
PRACTICE NEEDS
TELEMEDICINE
DURING COVID-19
Show your patients you're there for them and

create additional revenue by adding

telemedicine.

Staying in touch with your patients has

become more important than ever.

✓   Triage
__.Emergencies
 
✓   Keep Followup   
 __Appointments

✓   Provide
__.Alternatives to
__.Cancellations
 
✓   Retain Your Patients

http://doctormultimedia.com/


TELEMEDICINE INCREASES

ACCESS TO CARE. 

With everyone stuck at home and at-risk patients afraid to leave,
our access to health care is limited in an unprecedented way. Many
patients are ignoring injuries or pain because they are not
supposed to leave, and not sure how to consult a doctor otherwise.

In a time of panic and tragedy, we remember those that were there
for us and forget those that weren't. Maintaining your relationships
with patients and providing comfort builds patient loyalty and
dramatically increases the odds that they return to your practice
when this is over. Many doctors will be surprised to find patients
won't return to their practice because they found care elsewhere
during this time.

Many practices are only open for emergencies, which creates the
unfortunate mindset that patients have to either fake an
emergency or ignore pain. "Emergencies" that aren't critical waste
time and resources. And ignoring early signs of pain leads to much
costlier treatment later, when the condition worsens.

TELEMEDICINE ENHANCES FACE-TO-

FACE MEDICINE.

WHY TELEMEDICINE?

TELEMEDICINE REDUCES HEALTH

CARE COSTS.



TELEMEDICINE BUNDLE

"Using telemedicine has enabled me to grow my private

practice and offer therapeutic services to clients throughout

California.  The technology is excellent and very user friendly."



No downloads or

software

Easy to use

Accepts payment

Mobile friendly

HIPAA-compliant

Easily transfer files

We partnered with doxy.me to provide an

easy telemedicine solution that can easily be

integrated on any website.

THE TELEMEDICINE SOLUTION



Real time monitoring

Answer chats from your mobile device

Take a message when you're unavailable

Increase engagement on your website

The COVID-19 pandemic has created an enormous

burden on phone lines, with patients calling at all

hours. Provide your staff (or you) some relief by

taking messages and chatting right through your

website. Allow visitors to ask basic questions, even

during off-hours, with a Live Chat widget. A great

use for staff members stuck at home!

LIVE CHAT 

FEATURES:



SafePay lets you accept payments on your website so

your staff doesn't have to touch or collect credit

cards, and so patients can make payments even when

you're closed.

SAFEPAY WITH PAYPAL

THE PERFECT FEATURE FOR CURBSIDE

CHECK-IN OR ONLINE ORDERS.

We partnered with PayPal to bring you SafePay, so

you can keep your staff safe with proper social

distancing.



Compatible with your calendar:

Easily collect payment at time of booking

Integrates seamlessly with your website

 

 

 

Allow website visitors to easily schedule a Virtual

Consultation from your website and pick an

available appointment slot with our Calendly

integration. Calendly allows you to collect

payment at the time of booking, if necessary.

APPOINTMENT SCHEDULER

FEATURES:



Slack allows your staff to be productive no

matter where they are working from. Eliminate

group email changes and repetitive

individual notifications.  This popular business

tool is used by over 100,000 companies.

Works from any device

Receive notifications on your phone

Eliminate email chains

Search history of all communication and

training

WORK FROM HOME TOOL

FEATURES:



Get a public Business Page that local neighbors

can see

Communicate with your local community and

neighborhood

Let people know you are open and available to

help

Nextdoor is the neighborhood hub for connecting and

exchanging information, goods, and services locally.

It's where neighbors go to stay informed, plan get-

togethers, and help each other in their everyday lives.

if you've heard of people buying elderly neighbors

groceries, it's likely through Nextdoor.

CONNECT WITH YOUR COMMUNITY

FEATURES:



HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?

A message from our CFO & Co-founder, Pras

Murthy, about the importance of telemedicine: 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

I WANT TELEMEDICINE

https://ajc904d3.clickfunnels.com/order1584501156857
https://ajc904d3.clickfunnels.com/dmm-telemed
https://ajc904d3.clickfunnels.com/dmm-telemed
https://ajc904d3.clickfunnels.com/order1584501156857

